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EDITOR’S NOTE
Kathakali is a traditional dance-drama from the Indian state of Kerala. It developed as a distinct art form
in the mid-seventeenth century, drawing influences from a variety of other performance traditions. Men
traditionally played all roles, but women train and perform in some contemporary troupes. The epic
stories come from the Ramayana, Mahabharata, and Bhagavata Purana. Characters are mostly superhuman archetypes: gods, demons, and humans, plus a few animals. Kathakali can be performed in temple
grounds as well as in private and public areas, and there is implicit understanding that Kathakali, like its
forerunners, reinforces moral codes and glorifies the gods through dramatic representation. We covered
“Kathakali” with precise information.
A knowledgeable technical article for knowledge capsule section be “ Culinary Herbs and Spices: Their
Bioactive Properties, the Contribution of Polyphenols and the Challenges in Deducing Their True Health
Benefits”.
Hindus pride follow the article on “Hindus Must Unite or Face Extinction “ - by Stephen Knapp
Ayur plant section show highlights on Coconut Water for Health Benefits.
Why do we prostrate before parents and elders ? And More ...
Thanks !

Chhdrieak Prajapati
Associate Editor
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Bharti Dhiman
Editor & Publisher

NEWS
University of Maryland study reveals yoga may help
in back pain
“A new study by scientists at the University of
Maryland School of Medicine (UMSOM)
has concluded that yoga may be helpful for
low back pain”, according to a University of
Maryland release.
“We found that the practice of yoga was
linked to pain relief and improvement in
function,” said the study’s lead author Dr. L.
Susan Wieland. “For some patients suffering
from chronic non-specific low back pain,
yoga may be worth considering as a form of treatment,” release added quoting Wieland.
Wieland and her co-authors of this study, titled “Yoga treatment for chronic non-specific low back pain”,
reviewed 12 studies looking at yoga for low back pain. Most of the trials, which included over 1,000
participants, used Iyengar, Hatha, or Viniyoga forms of the practice. The research team also included
scientists from the University of Portsmouth in the United Kingdom and the University Hospital of
Cologne in Germany.
Meanwhile, distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada today, called this UMSOM lead study looking into possible usage of yoga for back pain “a step in the positive direction”. Zed
urged all major world universities to explore various benefits yoga offered.
Yoga, referred as “a living fossil”, was a mental and physical discipline, for everybody to share and benefit
from, whose traces went back to around 2,000 BCE to Indus Valley civilization, Zed, who is President of
Universal Society of Hinduism, noted.
Rajan Zed further said that yoga, although introduced and nourished by Hinduism, was a world heritage
and liberation powerhouse to be utilized by all. According to Patanjali who codified it in Yoga Sutra,
yoga was a methodical effort to attain perfection, through the control of the different elements of human
nature, physical and psychical.
According to US National Institutes of Health, yoga may help one to feel more relaxed, be more flexible,
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improve posture, breathe deeply, and get rid of stress. According to a “2016 Yoga in America Study”, about
37 million Americans (which included many celebrities) now practice yoga; and yoga is strongly correlated with having a positive self image. Yoga was the repository of something basic in the human soul and
psyche, Zed added.
Source: World Hindu News (WHN)

Celebrating Lord Shiva’s great night
Lord Shiva’s great night celebrations showcase the rich culture and diversity of the
island. Just like Carnival, the festival of
Shivaratri should be promoted as a significant event on the cultural and tourism calendar of Trinidad and Tobago. In addition
to the regular Carnival attractions, tour
operators should take tourists to Shivaratri
celebrations to showcase the rich cultural diversity of the island. The sacred festival of Shivaratri often
coincides with the secular celebration of Carnival in the twin-island republic. The dates for both
events were calculated by the lunar calendar with Carnival climaxing at mid-night February 17, 2015
and Shivaratri ending about the same time. This year, the Hindu festival of Shivaratri fell on the final
day of Carnival, which was originally a Roman Catholic “last-hurrah” celebration bidding “farewell
to the flesh.”
Carnival ended before Ash Wednesday which is dedicated to the confession of one’s sins. It is expected
that many Catholics who participated in Carnival would go to mass to place ash on their forehead as
a symbol of repentance. Ash Wednesday begins the fasting period known as Lent. It also marks the
Seventh Wednesday before Easter which celebrates the resurrection of Jesus Christ. While Hindus fast
and pray in congregation during Shivaratri, Roman Catholics observe pious or penitential practices
after Carnival. For Hindus who participate in Carnival, this year’s Carnival presents a challenge because they are free to indulge in the senses when Carnival is finished.
While Hindu devotees worship Lord Shiva for Shivaratri, as the Divine Dancer, Roman Catholics
celebrate King Carnival as the Supreme Being of Bacchanal. It must be emphasized that expiatory
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figures, as well as the ceremonies and imagery associated with them, are oppositional. Shivaratri
means the Great Night of Lord Shiva. The festival is observed in the over 300 public temples in
Trinidad on the fourteenth lunar night of the dark, moonless fortnight in the Hindu month of
Phalgun, which corresponds to late February or early March in the Western Gregorian calendar.
Source: indiaempire.com

Hindu temple opens in California’s Santa Clarita
Sri Siddhi Vinayaka Temple Santa Clarita
(SSVTSC), where the main deity is Lord Ganesh, had its grand-opening on February nine
in Valencia neighborhood of Santa Clarita
(California).
Mission of Sri Siddhi Vinayaka Temple of
SSVTSC, a non-profit organization, is “to
serve Santa Clarita community by offering a
place to worship, practice spirituality, celebrate festivals and cultural activities”. It plans to have Ganesh Puja (worship) and other services every Saturday, besides various activities/programs for everyone round the year, including programs for children
and charity food donations.
Temple opening puja was performed by priest Cherukupalli Narasimhacharya and Tyger White of Santa
Clarita Valley Interfaith Council also participated in the celebrations. Temple leaders/volunteers reportedly include Mano Dhana, Suman Dutta, Prakash, Deepthi Rajaraaman, Gautam Deepthi, Kavitha Muru,
Aparna Kiran, Vijay Sharma and Ritu Khadiya.
Meanwhile, distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada today, commended efforts of temple leaders and area community towards realizing this Hindu temple.
Rajan Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, further said that it was important to pass
on Hindu spirituality, concepts and traditions to coming generations amidst so many distractions in the
consumerist society and hoped that this temple would help in this direction. Zed stressed that instead
of running after materialism; we should focus on inner search and realization of Self and work towards
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achieving moksh (liberation), which was the goal of Hinduism.
In Hinduism, Lord Ganesh is worshipped as god of wisdom and remover of obstacles and is invoked before the beginning of any major undertaking. Hinduism, oldest and third largest religion of the world has
about one billion adherents. There are about three million Hindus in USA.
Incorporated in 1987, City of Santa Clarita is claimed to be “one of the best places to live in California”.
Notable people associated with it include Oscar winner filmmaker Tim Burton, Olympian gold medalists
track-field sprinter Allyson Felix and swimmer Anthony Ervin, etc. Cameron Smyth and Dr. Kenneth W.
Striplin are Mayor and City Manager respectively.
Source: Meri News

Top Trump adviser Steve Bannon loves Hindu Bhagavad Gita
You can also find Bannon’s affection for military and strategic
ruthlessness in what he reads. According to two of Bannon’s
former friends from his West Coast days, two of his favorite
books are Sun Tzu’s

The Art of War , the hugely influential ancient Chinese text on
military strategy, and the Hindu Bhagavad Gita . The Bhagavad
Gita tells the story of a holy war to establish dharma.
Jones said that Bannon “used to talk a lot about dharma—he felt very strongly about dharma… one of
the strongest principles throughout the Bhagavad Gita.”
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2017/01/31/steve-bannon-s-long-love-affair-with-war.html
Source: defence.pk

Jewish synagogue converted to Hindu temple in Rhode Island
Punjab News Express
NEVADA(USA) : Rhode Island Hindu Temple Society (RIHTS) has reportedly acquired the building
and property in Warwick (Rhode Island), a former conservative Jewish synagogue named Temple
Am David, and is converting it into a Hindu temple.
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Claimed to be the first Hindu Temple in the state of Rhode Island and reportedly purchased for
$400,001, it will be developed in stages. It recently celebrated Makara Sankranthi.
“Vision” of RIHTS, a tax-exempt nonprofit organization
whose history goes back to 2013, includes, “Develop,
promote and preserve Hindu culture and heritage.” Its
objectives, besides operating the temple, include religious, charitable, social and educational dimensions;
bringing people together; organizing community and
services, daily worship, periodical religious services/
ceremonies and festivals; providing facilities for spiritual
development; yoga and meditation training; promoting Sanskrit and Indian languages-music-dance;
cross-cultural activities; etc.; reports suggest.
Meanwhile, distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada today, commended
efforts of RIHTS and area community towards realizing this Hindu temple.
Rajan Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, further said that it was important
to pass on Hindu spirituality, concepts and traditions to coming generations amidst so many distractions in the consumerist society and hoped that this temple would help in this direction. Zed
stressed that instead of running after materialism; we should focus on inner search and realization
of Self and work towards achieving moksh (liberation), which was the goal of Hinduism.
“Ecofriendly” Temple Am David, with a history of over 100 years, reportedly included a sanctuary,
spacious social hall, school wing, library, gift shop; ran a religious school and held twice-weekly
services.
Hinduism, oldest and third largest religion of the world, has about one billion adherents. There are
about three million Hindus in USA.
Source: Punjab News Express

For First Time, A Hindu Priest For Donald Trump’s National
Prayer Service
A Hindu priest was among various religious leaders who offered prayers at the National Prayer
Service of US President Donald Trump on January 21.
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This is probably the first time a Hindu priest has been called for services at the national prayer service of the presidential inauguration.
Narayanachar L. Digalakota from the popular Sri Siva Vishnu Temple in Lanham, Maryland offered
prayers at the National Prayer Service at the Washington National Cathedral.

Narayanachar L. Digalakota from the popular Sri
Siva Vishnu Temple in Lanham, Maryland
Digalakota was joined by by Elder D. Todd Christofferson, Priest Bishop Harry Jackson, and Carlyle
Begay to offer prayers for those who govern.
The tradition of an inaugural National Prayer Service
dates back to the first inauguration of George Washington. Since 1933, more than seven such inaugural
services have taken place at the Washington National
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Cathedral.

The US president and vice-president attended the service which included hymns, readings, and
prayers.
Earlier, Trump has praised Hindu community’s “fantastic” contributions to world civilisation and
American culture.
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File Photoflickr
“We look forward to celebrating our shared values of free enterprise, hard work, family values, and a
strong American foreign policy,” Trump had said in a statement.
He has also said, “The Indian and Hindu community will have a true friend in the White House.”

Trump has also been all priase to PM Modi and has said that he is doing a great. Trump xpects to
strengthen and expand US’ relationship with India. The Indo-US bilateral relations blossomed under president Obama and PM Modi has done his bit to drive the relationship further.
Source: http://topyaps.com/hindu-priest-donald-trumps-national-prayer-service

Hindus urge CERN in Switzerland to ensure its Lord Shiva statue is
treated with reverence
Hindu community has urged CERN, European Organization for Nuclear Research, to ensure that
Lord Shiva statue installed in its complex near Geneva (Switzerland) is treated with reverence it
deserved.
A video showing a strange ritual (which The Guardian termed as “mock ritual human sacrifice”)
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apparently in front of its Shiva-Nataraja statue appeared few months back, which CERN called a
“spoof ”, adding: “Persons that are authorised to access the CERN site sometimes let their sense of
humour go too far, and that is what has happened on this occasion.”
US-based distinguished Hindu
statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada today, said that
Lord Shiva was highly revered in
Hinduism and was meant to be
worshipped in temples or home
shrines and not to be trivialized in
spoofs. Inappropriate usage of
Hindu deities or concepts for
other agendas was not okay as it
hurt the faithful.

Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, also urged CERN Council President Professor Sijbrand de Jong and Director-General Dr. Fabiola Gianotti to conclude the thorough investigation into this breach of “CERN’s professional guidelines” and then publish the results on its website.
They should also ensure that such strange activities did not happen around Lord Shiva in the future.
Founded in 1955; CERN; whose tagline is “accelerating science”; where “physicists and engineers are
probing the fundamental structure of the universe”; claims to be “one of the world’s largest and most
respected centres for scientific research”. “Seeking and finding answers to questions about the Universe”, CERN also claims to have invented The World Wide Web.

In Hinduism, Lord Shiva, along with Lord Brahma and Lord Vishnu, forms the great triad of Hindu
deities. Moksh (liberation) is the ultimate goal of Hinduism.

Source: http://www.merinews.com/article/hindus-urge-cern-in-switzerland-to-ensure-its-lord-shivastatue-is-treated-with-reverence/15922282.shtml
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Celebrating the Night of Shiva, Maha Shivaratri
Maha Shivaratri or the ‘The Night of Shiva’ is celebrated with devotion
and religious fervor in honor of Lord Shiva, one of the deities of the
Hindu Trinity; Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva.

STORY HIGHLIGHTS

• It is a day when the Shiva Tattva (Shiva as a principle), touches the earth.
• Shiva doesn’t exist in a body, he was never a person at all.
• To help realize the unfathomable as fathomable, a form was created. In fact, there is no form to
Shiva.
• Shiva is the consciousness which touches the earth element on the day of Maha Shivratri. It is the
merging of the material with the spiritual, and that is the celebration.
Maha Shivaratri or the ‘The Night of Shiva’ is celebrated with devotion and religious fervor in honor
of Lord Shiva, one of the deities of the Hindu Trinity; Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva.
It is a Hindu festival, celebrated in India and by Hindus around the world on the 13th night of the
waning moon in the month of February or March. This year it falls on Friday, February 24th.
It is a day when the Shiva Tattva (Shiva as a principle), touches the earth. Shiva doesn’t exist in a
body, he was never a person at all. To help realize the unfathomable as fathomable, a form was created. In fact, there is no form to Shiva.*
There is a beautiful story related to Shiva. Once Brahma the creator, and Vishnu the preserver of the
Universe wanted to find Shiva and understand Him completely. So Brahma decided to look for Shiva’s head and Vishnu, his feet. So for thousands of years Vishnu went down and down to find Shiva’s
feet but couldn’t find them. Brahma went up and up to find his head but couldn’t find his head either.
The meaning here is, there are no feet and no head to Shiva. There is no beginning and no end to Shiva. Finally they both met at the middle and said that they couldn’t find either.*
Shiva is the consciousness which touches the earth element on the day of Maha Shivratri. It is the
merging of the material with the spiritual, and that is the celebration. It is the day that we celebrate
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the soul or spirit (Shiva Tattva) within ourselves.*
If there is disturbance around you, you cannot be peaceful. You need peace in your environment.
You also need peace in the body and mind, and you need peace in the soul.*
For as long as I can remember, we would celebrate Maha Shivaratri at our home with chanting of
sacred mantras, starting at night to help create peace in our environment. We would fast all day,
eating very light food, to help cleanse the body and help us stay awake at night. In between the
chantings, we would meditate to calm the mind.
* Talks given by Sri Sri Ravi Shankar- founder of the Art of Living Foundation; www.artofliving.org
Dr. Aparna Chawla is a licensed dentist practicing in NJ. She has been a member of the Art of Living Foundation for more than 20 years. Founded in 1981 by Sri Sri Ravi Shankar,The Art of Living
Foundation is a not-for-profit, educational and humanitarian NGO engaged in stress-management
and service initiatives. The organization operates globally in more than 150 countries. She is one of
very few certified instructors teaching the AoL stress management courses to adults, teens and the
youth. She is also a certified meditation instructor.

Source: mycentraljersey.com

Islamist plan to change Hindu demography in India exposed as a
part of global population Jihad

Why a global Islamic population control policy is barely needed?
Anti Hindu Maulavi Sajid Rashidi plans to increase Muslim population in India to make India an
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Islamic country. Some of them claim to capture Europe and America by population explosion.
Upananda Brahmachari | HENB | New Delhi | Feb 7, 2017:: The prime Muslim clerics’ organisation
All India Imam Association President and Radical Islamist Sajid Rashidi has exposed the Islamic
plan again in India to make this country as Islamic state.
Actually, This is not only a plan for India, this is a global Islamic treat to promote multiple marriages
and produce maximum numbers of kids to increase the numbers of Muslims over non-Muslims. This
ploy of polygamy is nothing but a principal policy of ‘Population Jihad‘.
In recent, we saw Mohammed Bello Abubakar, a Muslim cleric, who had 130 wives and fathered 203
children, died at the age of 93 in Central Niger State. Muslims consider, Allah is Almighty as he gives
such a huge reproduction power in them for their best fucking life and religious belief.
In such a way of indomitable intention of intercourse to ensure ‘Population Jihad’, Sajid Rashidi has
expressed his views in twitter in Indian context that “Har Musalman ko 4 Bivi o4 49 Bacche paida
karne chahiyen. Agle 10 saal ham Aadhi abadi hojayenge inshaAllah.” (Every Muslim must marry 4
wives and produce 40 children. In next 10 years We –Muslims will be half of the population-of India.
If Allah agrees).
In another tweet Rashidi conveyed,” Islam me 4 Shadi Jayez hai. Mene Tweet kiya to kuch mere Hindu bhaiyon ko Musalmano ki Sabadi Badhne se Takleef he. Its my Right in India.” (Marrying 4 times
is permissible in Islam. With my tweet some Hindus brothers see problem in increase of Muslims. It’s
my right in India”.
In a sharp shooting, the radical cleric wanted to provoke Indian Muslims to marry 4 times and produce 40 kids openly.
Some months ago a video footage went viral in social platform in which a Bangladeshi Muslim cleric
Muhammad Ibrahim suggested to capture Europe by Population Jihad.
See this video: We’ll capture America & Europe by Population Jihad.
Close aide of Dr Zakir Naik, Mufti Kazi Muhammad Ibrahim claims that he has 11 children and
would like to plan more.
Ibrahim claims that the the Muslims will combat atomic explosion by the Islamic means of population explosion.
The fanatic Bangladesh Cleric also claims that Muslims are keeping alive the human civilization by
maintaining over the population growth rate of 2.11, while Europe has the growth rate of 1.3, America has only 1.4 and other countries have an average of 1.5 or 1.6.
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“Now, the whole America and Europe including France, Japan, Singapore, Thailand are facing a crisis of low birth rate in human population. Muslims must avail this chance to produce more children
taking the grants by different govts in France, Russia etc”, Mufti Kazi Muhammad Ibrahim.
The Muslim cleric of Bangladesh cited from Hadith that birth control is a prime sin according to
Islam.
In the same perspective, the Islamist provocation of Sajid Rashidi, the All India Imam Association to marry 4 and produce 40 formula is most dangerous in the context of Hindu demography in
India.
These are not the Islamic war cry for Population Jihad, just in India or Bangladesh. The crisis is
looming large globally.
Concerned Global leaders like, Donald Trump, Vladimir Putin, Benjamin Netanyahu, Narendra
Modi, Angela Merkel, Xi Jinping, Shinzō Abe and Theresa May must plan together to check the
growth of Jihadi population to maintain peace and prosperity of the world.
A global Islamic population control policy is a dire need of the time. Otherwise the enlarging phantom of Islamic population will destroy the non-Muslim world eventually.
…
__Agencies.
Source: https://hinduexistence.org/2017/02/08/islamic-plan-to-change-hindu-demography-in-india-exposed-as-a-part-of-global-population-jihad/

Miley Cyrus performs Lakshmi Puja at Malibu home; singer posts
photos and videos of Hindu prayer rituals
Miley Cyrus posted a photo on Instagram that showed a priest performing Lakshmi Puja, a Hindu
ritual performed to worship Goddess Lakshmi.

While Americans were busy with Super Bowl on Sunday, singer Miley Cyrus was busy with ‘Fruit
Bowl.’ The 24-year-old American singer performed a traditional Laxmi Puja (Lakshmi pooja), a Hindu ritual performed to worship Goddess Lakshmi.
Cyrus, who is dating Liam Hemsworth, posted a few photos on Instagram that showed a Hindu priest
14

performing the puja. One of the photos shows flower petals, photo of Hindu goddess Lakshmi, halwa,
fruits, Lord Ganesha idol, candles and a shank (trunk) used during the puja. She captioned the image,
“#FruitBowl over Super…… #offering.”

Another photo shows her room filled with flower petals, candles and colourful cushions and captioned the image ‘PUJA.’ She also posted two videos taken on the same day and captioned one of the
videos as “Rose Angels! #Puja #mysore.”

Earlier on Sunday, Cyrus was spotted carrying large colourful cushions with gold designs into her
home in Malibu, Daily Mail reports. She wore a grey hoodie, black skinny leggings and chunky black
shoes.
This is not the first time Cyrus showed her spiritual side to her fans. Cyrus also has several tattoos and
two of them are related to Hinduism. She has inked ‘karma’ on one of her fingers and ‘Om,’ which is a
sacred symbol in Hinduism, on her left wrist.
In other news, Cyrus recently threw a weed-themed birthday party to celebrate her boyfriend Liam
Hemsworth’s birthday. “There was literally a whole bar with bowls of joints, laced chocolate and bags
of marijuana for guests to take,” a source told Us Weekly.
“The party was intimate, mostly close friends and family,” the insider said, adding, “It was very fun
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and everyone had a really relaxed time. Miley was socializing with all the guests and was supernice.”

Source: IB Times

Hindu Republican Coalition demands ban on Pakistan, Saudi
Arabia too
Shalabh Kumar says Trump administration taking steps to protect citizens from Islamic terrorism
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WASHNIGTON: (Web Desk) – Republican
Hindu Coalition has on Monday expressed
support for the United States (US) president Donald Trump’s actions banning visas
for seven Muslim countries.

According to The Huffington Post, the
chairman of the coalition Shalabh Kumar
said that the Trump administration was
taking the steps in order to protect the US citizens from Islamic terrorism.
“A firm stance against terror is one of the pillars of our organization and one of the central tenets of
the Trump campaign, and we fully support our Commander-in-Chief taking the necessary steps to
protect our country.”

Trump had banned the admissions of all refugees for 120 days and citizens of seven Muslim-majority
countries for 90 days. The countries banned include Iran, Iraq, Sudan, Somalia, Yemen and Syria and
Libya.
The Republican Hindu Coalition also demanded banning three more countries, including Pakistan,
Afghanistan and Saudi Arabia.
“While Americans do not discriminate, and this is a country that encourages legal immigration and
celebrates the contributions that immigrants have made to our culture, it is about time we get serious
about combating the dangers of terrorism on our shores,” said Kumar.
Source: dunyanews.tv

Between 2.5 to 2.9% of Canada’s population will be Hindu in 2036
Punjab News Express
NEVADA(USA) : Hindus would increase to between 2.5% and 2.9% of the total population of Canada
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in 2036, according to a study of population projections developed by Canada’s national statistical
agency, Statistics Canada (SC).
The number of religiously unaffiliated people would also
continue to increase and could represent between 28.2%
and 34.6% of all Canadians in 2036. Nearly one in two
Canadians could be an immigrant or the child of an immigrant by 2036, according to this SC study.

Distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement
in Nevada today, commended the Canadian Hindus for their valuable contributions to the nation
and society in Canada. He urged them to continue with the traditional values of hard work, higher
morals, stress on education, sanctity of marriage, etc.; amidst so many distractions.
Rajan Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, advised Canadian Hindus to focus
on inner search, stay pure, explore the vast wisdom of scriptures, make spirituality more attractive
to youth and children, stay away from the greed, and always keep God in the life.
Source: Punjab News Express

Kirtan with Radiant Friend at Sacramento Dharma Center

Join Radiant Friend for Kirtan, call and response chanting,
a practice that unites us with our highest, happiest selves.
We will repeat mantras–words, phrases and syllables– to
quiet our minds and allow the integration of the meaning
of the mantras into our consciousness.

$20 at the door (check or cash preferred), no one turned away
Online signup not necessary
18

No musical experience necessary. Sing, listen, dance, recline or meditate to the chants.
«Chanting is a way of getting in touch with yourself. It’s an opening of the heart and letting go of the
mind and thoughts. It deepens the channel of grace, and it’s a way of being present in the moment.»
-Krishna Das

Radiant Friend is a multi-instrumental Kirtan band that has been active in the Sacramento area
since 2010. Our hope is to introduce as many people as possible to the heart practice of chanting
through Kirtan and the Dances of Universal Peace.

Source: carpediem
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COVER STORY
Kathakali - The World Famous Dance Drama of India

Kathakali - Literally it’s means “Story Play”, but it is far more than that it.

It’s a classical Indian dance drama from the Indian state of Kerala ; steeped in tradition, including codified forms of music, movement, gesture, character, costume, and makeup. It developed as a distinct art
form in the mid-seventeenth century, drawing influences from a variety of other performance traditions.
Men traditionally played all roles, but women train and perform in some contemporary troupes.

Being an ancient popular classical traditional theatre of Kerala, it has its own multifaceted history. Several
South Indian drama traditions and rituals has had an influence on Kathakali and its form as we see today,
yet this dance form has a clear distinction in terms of its aesthetics, dance form, gestures and the overall
style.

History:
Elements of art of Kathakali are discernible in the ancient ritual plays of Hindu temples and various
dance forms that are believed to have been gradually developed in kerala from as early as 2nd century
20

until the end of the 16th century. Many of its characteristics are very much older than its literature as they
are a continuation of older traditions, but these did not crystallise until the 17th century when Rajah of
Kattarakkara, a small principality in central Travancore, wrote plays based on the Hindu epic Ramayana in
Sanskritized Malayam which could be understood by ordinary people; hitherto the stories had been enacted in pure Sanskrit, which was known only to the learned few.

Thus did Kathakali as an individual style of dance-drama emerges as a ‘people’s theatre’ from the traditional
dances of the past. The plays were performed by the Rajah’s own company of actors not only in temples and
courts but from village to village and house to house. The new art form (called ‘Ramanattam’) soon became
very popular all over the Malayalam speaking area. The feudal chieftains of Malabar began to vie with one
another in their efforts to produce the best Kathakali troupes, and this competition contributed to the rapid
development of the art in a very short period.

Kathakali follows the concept that the language of gestures is concentrated on the palm of the hand :

“Where the hand goes, there the eyes follow; Where the eyes go, the mind follows; Where the mind goes, the
mood (bhava) follows, and Where the mood goes, there arises the sentiment (rasa).”

The Characters :
Characters in Kathakali are divided by emotional capacity and defined by corresponding makeup types.
They are grouped first by a few broadly differentiated types :

Satvik : The upper world of the devas (gods) means heroic, pious, and virtuous
Rajasik : The middle world of humans means passionate, heroic but aggressive
Tamasik : The nether world of the asuras (demons) means rude, evil

Colors hold symbolic meaning, as do many of the features. This visual language informs the audience of
each character’s nature. Being completely from a mythological background, the characters of Kathakali
and the basis of their make-up cannot be logically explained. Based on their real characters or qualities the
make-up and attire and adornment are classified into five main types. Based on the principal color applied
to the face forms the classification criteria:
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These classifications are pacha or the color green, kathi meaning a knife, thadi - meaning a beard, kari - the
color black and minukku meaning polished to shine (radiant).

PACHA
The pacha vesham with its predominant green colour is used to portray noble male
characters like kings and divine beings. These characters have a mix of satvic (pious) and rajsik (kingly) nature. The satvic element facilitates immense possibility
for the artiste to explicate his acting talents. Characters like Lord Krishna and Lord
Rama are examples of pacha vesham.

KATHI
Kathi characters are arrogant and evil but have a streak of valour in them. Though
their make-up is basically green, denoting that they are high born, a red mark like
an upturned moustache or knife is painted on the cheek to show that they are evil.
They also have white knobs on the tips of their noses and on their foreheads, which
add to their evil nature. Ravana, the demon king is a typical kathi character in Kathakali.
THADI
There are three distinct types in the class of thadi vesham viz. chuvanna thadi (red
beard as in the case of the character Bali - the king of monkeys) vella thadi (white
beard) and karutha thadi(black beard). The red beards are vicious and excessively
evil characters. Their faces are mainly painted black on the top half and red on the
lower. The white beard represents a higher type of being and is seen mainly in the
character of Hanuman, the monkey god. The black beards are the character types
in which black predominates predominatesin make-up and costume. These are the primitive beings - the
wild hunters and forest dwellers.
KARI
Kari vesham is used for demonic characters, portraying the most gruesome figures
on the Kathakali stage. Their faces are jet-black with dotted red and white markings
on them. Minukkuvesham symbolizes gentleness and high spiritual qualities (like
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saints), which are in sharp contrast to the preceding four classes.
MINUKKU
It is used to represent women and sages. Traditionally,kathakali being a predominantly male performance,the female character are also performed by men. This
vesham is used to represent gentleness and high spiritual standing and is charectorised with yellow facial paint.

There are eighteen special characters whose make-up cannot be fitted into any particular category. These include the birds Garuda and Jatayu, the swan Hamsa, the serpent Karkotaka, the
man-lion Narasimha and various special elaborations of the standard patterns to meet other requirements.

The characters are grouped under certain clearly defined types; they are not only individuals but symbolic
personalities. The striking make-up and costume are designed to perform the actors both mentally and
physically into the types of characters they are to portray.

Kathakali Plays
According to tradition there are 101 classical Kathakali stories, though less than a third of these are commonly staged at present. Kathakali is a classical art form, but it can be appreciated also by novices - all
contributed by the elegant looks of its character, their abstract movement and its synchronisation with
the musical notes and rhythmic beats. And, in any case, the folk elements too continue to exist. For better
appreciation, perhaps, it is still good to have an idea of the story being enacted.

Some of the popular stories enacted are :
Nalacharitham (a story from the Mahabharata)
Duryodhana Vadham (focusing on the Mahabharata war after profiling the build-up to it)
Kalyanasougandhikam, (the story of Bhima going to get flowers for his wife Panchali)
Keechakavadham (another story of Bhima and Panchali, but this time during their stint in disguise)
Kiratham (Arjuna and Lord Shiva’s fight, from the Mahabharata)
Karnashapatham (another story from the Mahabharata)
Also staged frequently include stories like Kuchelavrittam , Santanagopalam , Balivijayam , Dakshayagam,
Rugminiswayamvaram , Kalakeyavadham , Kirmeeravadham, Bakavadham, Poothanamoksham, Sub-
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hadraharanam, Balivadham,Rugmangadacharitam, Ravanolbhavam, Narakasuravadham,Uttaraswayamvaram, Harishchandracharitam, Kacha-Devayani andKamsavadham.

Recently, as part of attempts to further popularise the art, stories from other cultures and mythologies,
such as those of Mary Magdalenefrom the Bible, Homer’s Iliad, and William Shakespeare’s King Lear and
Julius Caesar besides Goethe’s Faust too have been adapted into Kathakali scripts and on to its stage.

Costumes:
Kathakali Actor’s costumes are most decorative. Although having the same basic silhouette and components, like both male and female, wear huge hemispherical layered skirts, one or more layered jackets ,
and a series of ornate accessories. These include four items on each arm, bells and pads on the lower legs,
a carved breastplate and cascade of gold necklaces, and two or more waist ornaments of fabric, beads, and
carved, decorated wood. Further layers include between two and six lengths of pleated fabric at the neck
and ornate contrasting side panels from waist to hem. All performers have some form of headdress - relatively simple for minukku, but extravagantly ornamented for gods and demons.

From the basic similarities in shape, color, and ornament of all costumes to the intricacies of makeup,
headdress, and details of specific characters, all visual choices are effective in supporting the performance.
They bring attention to the actor’s eyes and facial expressions, they emphasize movements of body, hands,
and feet, and they reinforce percussive sounds of the dance. It’s a beautiful marriage of form and function.
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Stage :
The Kathakali stage is as simple as it can be. No scenery is required as the actors describe everything
by their mudras and facial expressions. At the front of the stage, which traditionally is an open space of
ground or the forecourt of Hindu temple, stands a large bellmetal lamp from which two cotton wicks
floating in coconut oil give out a mellow and exciting light. This is as it should be, but now-a-days performances are usually given in halls with footlights, microphones and the other impedimenta of the modern
stage , and all movements converge on the lamp.

Apart from a table and one or two stools, the only item of equipment used is the tirassila, a large rectangular curtain of bright colours, which is held up by two stage hands before the performance starts and
between scenes. Whenever powerful or evil characters appear for the first time, they stand behind the
curtain and slowly bring it down as they look over the top of it, emitting weird sounds. this is a traditional
formality known as the tiranokku or curtain look , and it is accompanied by an exciting atmosphere created by the musicians and drummers.

Performance :
Traditionally, a Kathakali performance is usually conducted at night and ends in early morning. Nowadays it isn’t difficult to see performances as short as three hours or fewer. Kathakali is usually performed
in front of the huge Kalivilakku (kali meaning dance; vilakku meaning lamp) with its thick wick sunk till
the neck in coconut oil. Traditionally, this lamp used to provide sole light when the plays used to be performed inside temples, palaces or abodes houses of nobles and aristocrats. Enactment of a play by actors
takes place to the accompaniment of music (geetha) and instruments (vadya). The percussion instruments used are chenda, maddalam (both of which underwent revolutionary changes in their aesthetics
with the contributions of Kalamandalam Krishnankutty Poduval and Kalamandalam Appukutty Poduval) and, at times, edakka. In addition, the singers (the lead singer is called “ponnani” and his follower
is called “singidi”) use chengila (gong made of bell metal, which can be struck with a wooden stick) and
ilathalam (a pair of cymbals). The lead singer in some sense uses the Chengala to conduct the Vadyam
and Geetha components, just as a conductor uses his wand in western classical music. A distinguishing
characteristic of this art form is that the actors never speak but use hand gestures, expressions and rhythmic dancing instead of dialogue (but for a couple of rare characters).
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Before the first play begins, there are four preliminary music and dance demonstrations:

1. The arangu Keli, a period of invocatory drumming, played by the maddalam player, standing in front
of the lamp.
2. The todayam, which essentially is a rite performed to propitiate the gods, but is loosely translated as ‘beginning’. This is the first invocatory dance performed behind the curtain by two or more junior actors with
no make-up on. It is important in the training of an actor as it has all the dance patterns of Kathakali , but
it is usually omitted these days.
3. The Purappadu, meaning ‘going forth’ , an introduction in pure dance which in its original form was
intended to introduce the main character of the play being performed. Now-a-days it is usually merely an
opportunity for one or two junior actors - this time in full make-up and costume - to show their dancing
skill, whilst the musicians an appropriate song.
4. The melappadam, a display of drumming by the two drummers accompanied by the gong and cymbols
which lasts for over half an hour and enables the drummers and the singers to demonstrate their skills. As
the first part of the meappadam the musicians sing a padam (song) from the Gita Govinda, which begins
with the word Manjutara , by which term it is sometimes known.

There are 24 basic mudras—the permutation and combination of which would add up a chunk of the hand
gestures in vogue today. Each can again can be classified into ‘Samaana-mudras’(one mudra symbolising
two entities) or misra-mudras (both the hands are used to show these mudras). The mudras are a form of
sign language used to tell the story.

The main facial expressions of a Kathakali artist are the ‘navarasams’ (Navarasas in anglicised form) (literal
translation: Nine Tastes, but more loosely translated as nine feelings or expressions) which are :

Sringaram (amour), Hasyam (ridicule, humour), Bhayanakam (fear),Karunam (pathos), Roudram (anger,
wrath), Veeram (valour), Beebhatsam (disgust), Adbhutam (wonder, amazement), Shantam(tranquility,
peace).

The Musicians
At the back of stage on the left as seen from the audience stand the two drummers. One plays the chenda,
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a cylindrical drum held vertically and for the most part played with sticks, the other plays the maddalam,
held horizontally and played with the hands. The left end is played with the palm and the right end with
the fingers, each of which has a finger stall made of rice and lime applied to strip of cloth. The drummers
accompany the action, supply the rhythm and emphasise the mudras and dance steps of the actors.
The orchestra is completed with two singers who stand on the right of the stage. The leader plays a gong
and his assistant a pair of cymbals. The singers tell the story of the play, verse by verse , in Sanskritized Malayalam which the actors interpret word for word through their mudras and facial expressions, after which
there is a period of pure dance called kalasam, when part of the first verse is repeated. After this the next
verses are sung, and in this way the whole story of the play is told.

Types of Acting in Kathakali
There are four types of acting also called Chaturvidha Abhinaya.

Angika Abhinaya:
This includes an elaborate combination of mime, gestures, appropriate movements, poses, attitudes, facial
expressions and basically the whole body of the actor. Kalasams are dance passages that have an important
significance on the performances of Kathakali. While retaining a pure dance it attempts to enhance and
utilize appropriate bhavas.
Hand gestures are another significant involvement in Angika. This is because the interpretation of text is
conveyed through the gestures. The regional text on the Hastas (hand gestures) mainly used in Kathakali is
the Hastalakshna Deepika.
Vachika Abhinaya:
One of the many distinguishing elements of Kathakali is the lack of speech and the text in the form of songs
and verses (Vachika) is sung and recited by vocalists. These texts are interpreted and performed by actors
by the use of an innovative method called Angikabhinaya. Sopanasangeetham, a regional style of music
has been developed by Kathakali although most of the vocal music employed in it is based on the Carnatic
system. The main ambition of this style is the establishment of the appropriate moods and sentiments.
Satvika Abhinaya:
The Rasabhinava, a highly stylized technique to invoke Bhava has been developed by Kathakali. Natya Sastra lists out another 8 moods called Satvika Bhavas. These are more subtle in comparison to Angikabhinaya.
The actor maintains a strong internal discipline which helps him go deeper into the characterization of the
role and enables him to master the action technique.
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Aharya Abhinaya
Aharya is the name given to the make-up, stage props and costumes used. These are the most important
elements that facilitate the transformation of the actor into the most beautiful characters ever seen in the
world of theatre.

The Aniraya is the dressing room. It is the place where the artists prepare themselves for the performance.
It is given divine importance and to show reverence to the divine presence, the actors prepare themselves
in silence.
A brass lamp called Vilaku is lit and a prayer is said before the actors begin any make-up procedures. The
same is done before they go out to the stage and also at the end of the performance once their make-up has
been removed. These acts only prove the divine respect Kathakali holds for the Gods. It is called an act of
devotion and an offering to the Gods and hence requires sincerity and focus before the actor can embark
in his psychological journey on stage.

Mudras:
There are 24 Basic Mudras (hand gestures) in the “Hasthalakshana Deepika”, the book of hand gestures,
which Kathakali is followed. There are ‘Asamyutha Mudras’ (that is shown using single hand) and ‘Samyutha
Mudras’ (mudras shown in double hands) in each Basic Mudras, to show different symbols. Considering
all these Mudras and their seperations there are totally 470 symbols used in Kathakali.

1. Pathaaka (Flag):
There are 36 double hand symbols and 10 single hand symbols using this Mudra. Totally 46.
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Double Hand Symbols:
1.Sun, 2.King, 3.Elephant, 4.Lion, 5.Ox, 6.Crocodile, 7.Arch, 8.Climbing Plant, 9.Flag, 10.Series of waves,
11.Path, 12.Hell, 13.Earth, 14.Hip, 15.Pot, 16.Multi-storied building, 17.Evening, 18.Noon, 19.Cloud,
20.Anthil, 21.Thigh, 22.Servant, 23.Travel, 24.Wheel, 25.Stool, 26.Lord Indra’s weapon, 27.Gate Tower,
28.Rampart, 29.Vehicle, 30.Peaceful, 31.Crooked, 32.Door, 33.Pillow, 34.Trench (ditch), 35.Leg, 36.Bolt
Single hand symbols:
1.Day, 2.Movement, 3.Tongue, 4.Forehead, 5.Body, 6.That thing, 7.Noise, 8.Messenger, 9.Sandbank,
10.Sprout,

2. Mudraakhyam:
There are 13 double hand symbols and 12 single hand symbols using this Mudra.Totally 25.
Double hand symbols:
1.Growth, 2.Movement, 3.Heaven, 4.Ocean, 5.Thick, 6.Forgetting, 7.Everything, 8.Announcement,
9.Thing, 10.Death, 11.Meditation, 12.Sacred Thread, 13.Straight
Single hand symbols:
1.Mind, 2.Thought, 3.Desire, 4.By oneself, 5.Remainding, 6.Wisdom, 7.Creation, 8.Life, 9.Defame, 10.Future, 11.No, 12.Fourth

3. Katakam (Golden Bangle):
There are 20 double hand symbols and 9 single hand symbols using this Mudra.Totally 29.
Single hand symbols:
1.Flower, 2.Mirror, 3.Female, 4.Offering holy materials to the sacrificial fire while chanting ‘manthras’,
5.Sweating, 6.A little, 7.Quiver, 8.Smell, 9.Which one
Double hand symbols:
1.Vishnu (God), 2.Krishna (God), 3.Balaraman 4.Arrow, 5.Gold, 6.Silver, 7.A female demon, 8.Sleep,
9.Main woman, 10.Godess of wealth, 11.Veena, 12.Stars, 13.Chain, 14.Lotus/ water, 15.Demon, 16.Crown,
17.Weapon, 18.Peculiarity/ special news, 19.Chariot, 20.With

4. Mushti:
There are 25 double hand symbols and 15 single hand symbols using this Mudra.Totally 40.
Double hand symbols:
1.Driver of chariot, 2.Prefix, 3.Beauty, 4.Purity, 5.pirit of Ghost, 6.Binding, 7.Qualification, 8.Condition,
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9.Ankle, 10.Pulling, 11.Tail of the animal (a whisk), 12.Destroyer/ Yama, the god of death, 13.Mud,
14.Medicine, 15.Curse, 16.Swing, 17.Gift/ donation, 18.Circumambulation, 19.Digging, 20.Giving up,
21.Lance, 22.Heroism, 23.Hot (Sunor fire)/ grieve, 24.Vomiting, 25.Delivery/ child birth,
Single hand symbols:
1.In vain, 2.Extreamely, 3.Filupon, 4.King’s advisor, 5.Crossing, 6.Bearing, 7.Donation, 8.Consent,
9.Victory, 10.Bow, 11.we, 12.Single sentence, 13.agedness, 14.Robbing, 15.Food

5. Kartharee Mukham (Scissor’s sharp point):
There are 16 double hand symbols and 10 single hand symbols using this Mudra.Totally 26.
Double hand symbols:
1.Sin, 2.Tireness, 3.Male member of Brahmin caste, 4.Fame, 5.Skull, 6.House, 7.A religious vow,
8.Purity, 9.Bank, 10.Dynasty, Bamboo, 11.Hunger, 12.Hearing, 13.Telling, 14.Gathering, 15.End,
16.Hunting
Single hand symbols:
1.You, 2.Word, 3.Change of mood/ time, 4.Gradation, 5.We, 6.Human being, 7.Face, 8.Enmity, 9.Child,
10.Mongoose

6. Sukathundam (Parrot’s peek):
Double hand symbols:
1.Goad, 2.Bird, 3.Engagement

7. Kapidhakam (The fruit of a tree):
There are 10 double hand symbols:
1.Net, 2.Doubt, 3.Tail feather of a peacock, 4.Drinking, 5.Touching, 6.Prevent, 7.In the open expanse of
land, 8.The outer side, 9.Descend, 10.To step

8. HamsaPaksham (Swan’s wing):
42 single hand symbols and 11 double hand symbols can be shown using this Mudra.
1.Moon, 2.Air, 3.Kamadeva, 4.Gods, 5.Mountain, 6.Valley, 7.Everyday, 8.Relatives, 9.Bedding, 10.Rock,
11.Happiness and comfort, 12.Chest, 13.Female breast, 14.Cloth, 15.Vehicle, 16.Lie, 17.Lying down,
18.Falling, 19.Croud, 20.Beating, 21.Covering, 22.Spreading, 23.Found, 24.Coming, 25.Salutation,
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26.Game, 27.Sandal, 28.Embrace, 29.Follow, 30.Escaping, 31.Reach, 32.Mace, 33.The cheek region,
34.Shoulder, 35.Hair, 36.Humility, 37.Blessing, 38.Sint, 39.Thus, 40.Fish, 41.Worship, 42.Tortoise
Double hand symbols:
1.You, 2.Sword, 3.Anger, 4.Now, 5.I, 6.In front of, 7.Axe, 8.Light, 9.Calling, 10. Getting nearness
11.Prevent

9. Sikharam (Peak):
8 single hand symbols:
1.Walking, 2.Legs, 3.Eyes, 4.Sight, 5.Path, 6.Search/ detection, 7.Ears, 8.Drinking
Duble hand symbols using this Mudra are Garudan (a hawk in Purana), Swan and Jatayu.

10. Hamsaasyam (Swan’s peek):
This Mudra can show 8 double hand symbols:
1.Iris, 2.Smoothness, 3.Dust, 4.Whiteness, 5.Blue colour, 6.Red, 7.Mercy, 8.Hairs of the body
4 single hand symbols:
1.Beginning of the rainy season, 2.Hair of the head, 3.The line of hair on the abdomen, 4.The three folds
of skin above the naval of a woman

11.Anjaly (Folded hands in Salutation):
15 Double hand symbols:
1.Excessive rain, 2.Vomiting, 3.Fire, 3.Horse, 4.Loud noise, 6.Light, 7.Hair, 8.Ear-ring, 9.Heat or sorrow,
10.Anxiety, 11.Always, 12.Blood, 14.River, 15.Flowing
2 single hand symbols:
1.Twigs of the tree, 2.Anger
Totally 17 symbols using this Mudra.

12.Ardhachandram (Half moon):
There are 9 double hand symbols and 4 single hand symbols using this Mudra.
Double hand symbols:
1.If, 2.For what, 3.Helplesness, 4.Sky, 5.Blessed man, 6.God, 7.Memory, 8.Grass, 9.Hair of a man
Single hand symbols:
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1.Starting, 2.Smiling, 3.What (This can be done with single and double hands), 4.Contempt

13. Mukuram (Mirror):
There are 11 double hand symbols and 9 single hand symbols using this Mudra.Totally 20.
Double hand symbols:
1.Tusk, 2.Seperation, 3.Forlimb, 4.Waist, 5.Vedam, 6.Brother, 7.Pillar, 8.Mortar, 9.Speedy, 10.Devil,
11.Growth
9 single hand symbols:
1.Dissenting person, 2.Beetle, 3.Ray, 4.Anger, 5.Excellent, 6.Bangle, 7.Neck, 8.Armlet, 9.Negative

14. Bhramaram (Beetle):
5 Double hand symbols:
1.Wing of a bird, 2.Song, 3.Water, 4.Umberlla, 5.Ear of the elephant
4 Single hand symbols:
1.Demi-god (Gandharva), 2.Birth, 3.Fear, 4.Weeping

15. Soochimukham (Needle’s sharp point):
10 Double hand symbols:
1.Broken, 2.Jumping up, 3.Universe, 4.Lakshmana, 5.Fall, 6.The other thing, 7.Month, 8.Eyebrow,
9.Loose, 10.Tail
16 Single hand symbols:
1.One person, 2.What a pity!, 3.Dull, 4.Another, 5.Plural, 6.Ear, 7.A digi of the moon, 8.In olden times,
9.This man, 10.These people, 11.Kingdom, 12.A little, 13.Witness, 14.Give up

16. Pallavam (Sprout):
9 Double hand symbols:
1.The weapon of Lord Indra, 2.Mountain peak, 3.Ears of cow, 4.Length of the eye, 5.Male buffalo, 6.Pestle
made of iron, 7.Spear, 8.Horn, 9.Circling
6 Single hand symbols:
1.Distance, 2.Pledge, 3.Fume, 4.Tail, 5.Cane, 6.Grain
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17. Thripathaaka (Flag with three colours):
6 Double hand symbols:
1.Sunset, 2.Commencement, 3.’Hey’, 4.Drinking,
5.Body, 6.Begging

18. Mrigaseersham (Deer’s head):
2 Double hand symbols: 1.Animals, 2.The supreme
being

19. Sarpasirassu (Serpant’s head):
9 Double hand symbols:
1.Sandal, 2.Snake, 3.Slowness, 4.Worship of god using 8 substances, 5.Vomiting, 6.Saint, 7.Swinging of
elephant’s ears, 8.Escaping, 9.Massage

Apart from these symbols, this Mudra is used to show the symbols, Sprinkle, clapping hands, breaking
skull of the elephant, chertishing, giving water to god and message of wrestlers.

20. Vardhamanakam (Seedling):
6 Double hand symbols:
1.Ear-ring of a female, 2.Diamond neklace, 3.Knee, 4.One who practices Yoga, meditation, 5.Drawn,
6.Man look aftering the elephant

3 Single hand symbols:
1.Whirlpool, 2.Navel, 3.Well

21. Araalam (Curved):
5 double hand symbols:
1.Fool, 2.Tree, 3.Wedge, 4.Bud, 5.Sprout
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22. Oornanabham (Spider):
7 Double hand symbols:
1.Horse, 2.Fruit, 3.Tiger, 4.Butter, 5.Snow, 6.Plenty, 7.Lotus flower

23. Mukulam (Bud):
1.Fox, 2.Monkey, 3.Fading, 4.Forgetting

24. Katakaamukham:
6 double hand symbols:
1.Blouse, 2.Servant, 3.Hero, 4.Wrestler, 5.To shoot arrows, 6.Arrest

The symbol of ‘addressing’ anybody is showed using the Mudra Hamsapaksham. In “Mushti” when the
small finger is straightened gets “Baana” Mudra.Using this can show the symbols like oppose, Stop!!, coming, future etc.

There are two types of Mudras:

1. Samaana Mudras (Same Mudras):- That is, the same Mudra is used to show two different symbols. For
example the Mudra “Karthareemukham” is used to show both the symbols ‘Time’ and ‘Near’.

2. Misra Mudras (Mixed Mudras): That is, some symbols are shown using two different Mudras in both
hands. There are 68 Mixed Mudras. For example to show the symbol ‘Indra’, the Mudra “Sikharam” in one
hand and the Mudra “Mushti” in the other hand; for ‘Sivan’ the Mudras used are “Mrigaseersham”

< ------- ---- ----- ---------- >
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Abstract: Herbs and spices have been used for both culinary and medicinal purposes for centuries. Over
the last decade, research into their role as contributors of dietary polyphenols, known to possess a number
of properties associated with reducing the risk of developing chronic non-communicable diseases, has
increased. However, bearing in mind how these foods are consumed, normally in small quantities and in
combination with other foods, it is unclear what their true benefit is from a health perspective. The aim
of this review is to use the literature to discuss how preparative and digestive processes, bioavailability
and interactions between foods may influence the bioactive properties of these foods, and whether or not
polyphenols are responsible for these properties. Furthermore, this review aims to highlight the challenges
that need to be addressed so as to determine the true benefits of these foods and the mechanisms of action
that underpin their purported efficacy.

1. Introduction
The leaf, root, bark, berry, bud, seed, stigma of a plant or flower used for the purpose of cooking are commonly referred to as herbs and spices, which were and are primarily used for, and associated with, adding
to or enhancing the flavor of foods including meats, sauces, vegetables and desserts [1]. Beyond acting as
a replacement for salt [2], the nutritional contribution of these dietary plants has in the past been deemed
negligible probably because of the relatively small, although increasing amounts consumed [3,4]. However,
the literature indicates that within the last decade, this view is beginning to change [1].
The long historical use of herbs and spices for their medicinal benefits is fully acknowledged, and there is
a growing amount of literature concerning the potential/purported benefits of these foods from a health
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perspective. These benefits include their possible role in conferring protection against cardiovascular and
neurodegenerative diseases, cardiovascular disease, cancer and type 2 diabetes [1,5–9]. However, what is
unclear is the true significance of these “benefits”. In their comprehensive review on the health benefits
of herbs and spices Tapsell et al., [1] argue that the real challenge in establishing the role of these foods in
maintaining health is not proving that they “have health benefits but in defining what these benefits are and
developing methods to expose them by scientific means”.
One approach that is being used to begin to address this challenge is to investigate the bioactive properties
of these foods within a nutritional context (that is investigating whether or not such properties are evident at
levels at which herbs and spices are consumed). This approach has led to questions about the contribution of
a group of phytochemical constituents which predominate in herbs and spices - the polyphenols [10–13]—
and ultimately whether or not herbs and spices have a meaningful “health” role to play via their contribution
to dietary polyphenol intake.
2. Dietary Polyphenols in Culinary Herbs and Spices
Polyphenols are a large family of structurally diverse compounds that can be classified based on the number
of phenol rings (hydroxyl groups attached to aromatic rings) and the groups that bind these rings [14–16].
The main classes/groups of dietary polyphenols are the phenolic acids (hydroxybenzoic and hydroxycinnamic acids), the flavonoids (flavonols, flavones, isoflavones, flavonones, flavanols and the anthocyanidins),
the stilbenes and the lignans. Other classes of dietary polyphenols are the coumarins and the tannins: the
coumarins are cinnamic derived phenolic compounds and the term tannin is applied to large polyphenolic
compounds including proanthocyanidins and gallic acid esters–moleular weight > 500) [15,17–19]. A large
number of polyphenols occur in nature however environmental factors, both biotic and abiotic, affect the
polyphenolic content of foods. Furthermore, the type of diet may limit the level and composition of intake
[11–13,15,16,20].
Polyphenols are found in numerous plant derived
foods including herbs and spices, which, especially
in their dried forms, generally contain relatively
high levels of polyphenols compared to other polyphenol rich foods including broccoli, dark chocolate, red, blue and purple berries, grape and onion
[11–13,21] (Tables 1 and 2).
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The predominant class/group of polyphenols in
herbs and spices are the phenolic acids and flavonoids (mainly the flavone and flavonol sub
groups). However, some, (parsley (Petroselinum crispum), Chinese cinnamon (Cinnamomum aromaticum Nees) ginger (Zingiber officinale), turmeric (Curcuma longa L.)) also
contain other sub-groups of polyphenols (furanocoumarins (parsley), hydroxycoumarins
(Chinese cinnamon), hydoxyphenylpropenes
(ginger), curcuminoids (turmeric)) [11–13,22–
39].
Properties of Polyphenols
Polyphenols and polyphenol rich foods especially fruits, vegetables and green tea, are widely known for
their antioxidant properties however they exert other biological effects (anti-inflammatory, anti-cancer
and neuro-protective), which may also contribute to their purported benefits, possibly or not, via their
antioxidant properties, and they are therefore linked to the maintenance of health via protection against
the development of non-communicable diseases [16,19,40–48]. Other properties include anti-microbial,
anti-diabetic (Type II), and anti-asthma activities [16,49,50] and there is now a growing amount of literature on how polyphenols confer health benefits via their action on gut microbiota [51–54].
Culinary herbs and spices have also been shown to possess these properties [1,5,7,8,10,55–70].
Furthermore, evidence suggests that it is the polyphenols that have a significant role to play in conferring
these properties [1,10,57,58,70,71] and as these foods have high polyphenol contents they may be important dietary sources of the purported protective properties that their polyphenols confer [57,58,64,70].
In order to begin to determine if culinary herbs and spices are indeed significant dietary contributors of
polyphenols, and their properties, the following need to be considered: Habitual levels of intake; the significance of their bioactive properties at habitual levels of intake; how the preparative and digestive processes
they undergo prior to, and after consumption, respectively, and absorption affect these properties (especially as much of the research on the bioactive properties of these foods has been done on their uncooked
state); and the influence of other foods on the bioactive properties of herbs and spices (as they are rarely
consumed on their own).
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3. Habitual Levels of Intake of Culinary Herbs
and Spices
In light of the bioactive properties that culinary
herbs and spices possess, the need to determine
their intake is being acknowledged. Intake data
are available for particular groups/populations
[3,4,72] (Table 3). The levels of intake are clearly
and predictably much lower than for foods more
widely known for their protective properties, and
the values provided vary considerably possibly
due to a number of factors that are very difficult to
control including, under-reporting, the inclusion of non-herb and spice seasonings, the large varieties of
recipes for a given dish, how such recipes are interpreted, appetite and portion size [3,4,70,72]. However,
the relatively low intake levels of culinary herbs and spices do not necessarily mean that they are of little
value as their high polyphenol content, and thus ultimately the potential biological impact of this content,
cannot be ignored.

4. The Impact of Processes Prior to, and Post Consumption on the Bioactive Properties of Culinary
Herbs and Spices
4.1. Antioxidant Capacity and Total Phenolic Content
Culinary herbs and spices are, in many instances, cooked prior to consumption, and then undergo
digestion. Thus, to further elucidate their biological and nutritional significance, the impact of these processes needs to be understood especially at levels of habitual intake. Chohan et al., [20] carried out a study
on the impact of cooking on a number of common culinary herbs and spices, namely cinnamon, cloves,
fennel, ginger, parsley, rosemary, sage and thyme at amounts used in the preparation of food (0.2–1 g).
Microwaving, simmering and stewing all increased the antioxidant capacity probably as a result of heat
liberating the antioxidant compounds [73,74]. In contrast, cooking techniques that involved dry heating,
grilling and frying, resulted in a decrease in antioxidant capacity which was associated with browning and
thus may be indicative of the Maillard reaction, or more specifically its products, influencing antioxidant
capacity [74–76].
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Subsequent studies using culinary herbs from the Lamiaceae family: parsley, rosemary, sage and
thyme showed that changes in antioxidant capacity due to cooking processes were strongly and
significantly associated with changes in total phenolic content [72,77]. This finding is not surprising as
the assays used to determine antioxidant capacity (Trolox equivalent antioxidant capacity/2,2’-Azinobis(3-ethyl benzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) assay-TEAC/ABTS assay) and total phenolic content (the Folin-Ciocalteau/gallic acid equivalents–GAE-assay) are based on similar redox reactions [78] however the
role of polyphenols as major contributors of antioxidant capacity in culinary herbs and spices is well established [10,32,57,79,80]. Chohan et al., [71] also showed that the effect of cooking on antioxidant capacity
is not always consistent, which is an observation that may be associated with the nature of the food matrix
and the type of cooking method used [81–83]. Related work by Chohan [77] also showed that cooking
time can also affects the antioxidant capacity (TEAC), total phenolic content (GAE) and polyphenol, specifically phenolic acid, profile of culinary herbs.
Chohan et al., [71] also investigated the impact of digestion post cooking on the antioxidant capacity and
total phenolic content of these culinary herbs and found that both were significantly increased compared
to uncooked and also cooked culinary herbs. Other studies on the impact of digestion, in vitro, on antioxidant capacity/activity and/or total phenolic content reported a decrease in fruit beverages [84], either no
change or a decrease for herbal teas, prepared from infusions of powdered herbs [85] or either decreases,
increases or no statistically significant change for dietary antioxidant supplements [86]. The type of in vitro
model (i.e., the chemical and enzymatic environment within the models) used could account for some of
these differences [87]. However the nature of the food/delivery matrix may have also influenced the outcomes of these studies and thus suggests that the form of the food may contribute to its impact as a dietary
contributor of the bioactive properties of its constituents.
Preliminary HPLC analysis of rosemary, sage and thyme (uncooked, cooked and cooked and
digested) strongly suggest that significant increases in rosmarinic acid, which is a predominant phenolic
acid in these herbs, is most likely responsible for the observed increases in antioxidant capacity following
cooking and also cooking and digestion. These results also suggest that to some extent other phenolic acids
including caffeic acid, ferulic acid and vanillic acid may also contribute to the increase reported for some
but not all of the herbs investigated [77]. These results certainly strengthen the role of polyphenols in the
conferment of antioxidant properties on to these foods. They also highlight the variations that occur in the
chemical composition of different batches of foods as there was only partial agreement with data obtained
from the Phenol-Explorer database [11–13] specifically for the uncooked herbs. These variations could be
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due to biotic and abiotic factors as stated above [57,88] and/or the sensitivity of the analytical technique
used.
For culinary spices, Baker et al., [70] found that cooking and digestion affected the antioxidant capacity
and total phenolic content of cinnamon, cloves and nutmeg-again at levels associated with the preparation
of food. However, these changes were not consistent. One possible reason given for this is the behavior of
the phytochemical constituents (both polyphenol and non-polyphenolic) within the food matrix during
these processes giving rise to additive, antagonistic and/or synergistic effects on the bioactivity of these
foods.

4.2. Anti-Inflammatory Activity and Total Phenolic Content
There is a paucity of data concerning the effect of preparative and digestive processes on the anti-inflammatory activity of culinary herbs and spices. Investigations of the impact of cooking and digestion on the
anti-inflammatory properties of culinary herbs and spices demonstrate that this property is not diminished by these processes. Chohan et al., [71] reported that at amounts used in food preparation, uncooked,
cooked, and cooked and digested rosemary, sage and thyme elicited an anti-inflammatory effect via the inhibition of, and also protection against, the action of pro-inflammatory agents hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)
and tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα) which resulted in the inhibition of IL-8 release from peripheral blood
lymphocytes (PBLs). These decreases were only significant for PBLs exposed to H2O2 for the most part
which may be indicative of an activity that involves more than the inhibition of a single pro-inflammatory
mediator. There was a strong and significant correlation between inhibition of IL-8 release and antioxidant
capacity and total phenolic content irrespective of whether the herbs were uncooked, cooked or cooked
and digested which indicates that the polyphenols within these foods contribute to this anti-inflammatory
activity, and that this activity may be due to their antioxidant
properties. However, the findings of Baker et al., [70] which were focused on culinary spices at levels associated with habitual intake suggest that the contributory role of polyphenols is not so straight forward (as
indicated by Chohan et al. [71]): Baker et al., [70] reported that the spices cinnamon, clove and nutmeg
(uncooked, cooked and digested) significantly inhibited the pro-inflammatory enzyme cyclo-oxygenase-2
(COX-2). The study also reported via correlation analysis that the anti-COX-2 activity was only partially
associated with the antioxidant capacities and polyphenolic content of these spices. The partial correlation
to phenolic content suggests the involvement of non-polyphenolic compounds, which is supported by the
literature. For example, cinnamaldehyde, a major constituent of cinnamon, and the essential oil respon-
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sible for its aroma and flavor [89], has been shown to inhibit COX-2 activity [90]. The partial correlation
with antioxidant capacity suggests that other actions may contribute to the anti-inflammatory properties.
The inflammatory response is a complex one and involves numerous mediators, a number of which may be
affected by individual polyphenols and thus by culinary herbs and spices: Yoon and Baek [91] discuss the
inhibitory effect of polyphenolic compounds including phenolic acids and flavonoids on one or possibly
several cellular pathways that are involved in the inflammatory process. These pathways include the arachidonic dependent pathways, which involve the action of the cyclo-oxygenase (COX) enzymes, and the
arachidonic independent, pathways, which include peroxisome proliferator activated receptors (PPARs),
nitric oxide synthase (NOS), nuclear transcription factor κB (NF-κB), which regulates the expression of
pro-inflammatory cytokines including IL-8, as well as the non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID)
activated gene. Some of these polyphenols include those that are found in culinary herbs and spices. For
example, rosmarinic acid has been shown to inhibit the pro-inflammatory PKC/NF-κB pathway [92]. Curcumin, a predominant polyphenol in turmeric, also inhibits NF-κB [93] COX-2 has also been shown to be
down-regulated and/or inhibited by eugenol (clove) and apigenin (parsley) [94,95].
Culinary herbs, including lemon grass, rosemary and thyme are also reported to enhance the activity of
the enzyme superoxide dismutase (SOD), which in addition to being an important antioxidant enzyme
has the potential to act as an anti-inflammatory agent as it catalyses the dismutation of the free radical
superoxide, which is associated with chronic inflammation [96,97]. A recent study by Chohan et al. [98]
identified rosemary, sage and thyme as possessing superoxide dismutase mimetic (SODm) activity which
was significantly associated with the antioxidant capacity, total phenolic content and inhibition of IL-8
release. The association with the former (antioxidant capacity) is not surprising but this analysis does indicate that polyphenols in these herbs may be responsible for the SODm activity as suggested by Huaefi and
Smetanska [99] and that it (SODm) may also contribute to the herbs’ anti-inflammatory activity. Thus, this
mimetic activity possessed by these herbs may account for some of the antioxidant and anti-inflammatory
properties that these foods possess.
In summary, studies on the antioxidant and anti-inflammatory activities of culinary herbs and spices at
levels associated with habitual intake show that these properties are not diminished post cooking and digestion. In addition, this work also indicates, via correlation analysis, that polyphenols are significant in
conferring both these activities. However, for some spices non-polyphenolic compounds may also have a
role to play.
5. Bioavailability of Polyphenols from Culinary Herbs and Spices
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For a clearer understanding of the significance of the potential health benefits of culinary herbs and spices,
it is essential to establish the bioavailability of their bioactive constituents. The literature on the bioavailability of polyphenols reports that the intestinal absorption of dietary polyphenols into systemic circulation is poor as they are metabolized by gut flora and/or the liver (post-absorption), and/or eliminated from
the body rapidly [15,17,100]. Ultimately these factors will influence their activity and thus their health
effects significantly. A preliminary study by Chohan et al. [101], carried out using a Caco-2 in vitro model,
which has a high level of agreement with bioavailability studies in humans [102,103], on the bioavailability of polyphenols from culinary herbs (1 g starting amounts, post cooking and digestion) found that
8.3%–10.6% of the total phenolic content of cooked and digested rosemary, sage and thyme was detected
post-passage through the Caco-2 monolayer. In addition, low levels of antioxidant capacity were also detected (8.5%–15% of pre-passage through the monolayer).
Furthermore, despite the detection of polyphenolic content and antioxidant capacity following passage
through the monolayer, no constituent polyphenols, specifically phenolic acids, were detected using HPLC.
This finding at face value appears to contrast with that of Lee et al. [104] who reported detecting hydroxycinniamic acids post passage across a Caco-2 monolayer, although permeability across the monolayer was
low. However, the lack of detection in the study by Chohan et al. [101] may be due to the small starting
amounts of herb being diluted first during the cooking and in vitro digestion stage and then during the
bioavailability experiments. The small starting amount was used to help establish the significance of the
health promoting properties of the herbs in vivo, at levels that are used in the preparation of food, and are
thus consumed. The samples used by Lee et al. [104] to investigate bioavailability were not foods but pure
polyphenols, which did not undergo cooking and/or digestion prior to passage across the Caco-2 monolayer.
The observation regarding low bioavailability suggests that the action of dietary polyphenols may be localized to the gut, although how polyphenols interact with the gut is unclear [17,100]. In addition, there is a
growing amount of literature on the positive role of polyphenols and polyphenol rich foods on gut health
specifically with regards to the prevention and treatment of colorectal cancer [84,105–115] However, there
are a number of additional factors that need to be considered when attempting to elucidate the action of
the gut on these foods and their polyphenols. First, in the study by Chohan et al. [101] the time periods
for the Caco-2 study were 60 and 120 min but it needs to be borne in mind that some polyphenols may
remain in the small intestine for longer periods. In addition, the role of intestinal microflora also needs to
be taken into consideration as they may be of potential significance with regards to making polyphenols
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more available for intestinal absorption [84]. The role of the colon needs to be factored in as the non-starch
polysaccharide constituents, mainly cellulose, of the herbs investigated, although not affected in the gastric
and small intestinal stages of digestion, could be metabolized by intestinal colonic microflora [17,100].
Thus, following cellulose breakdown, the polyphenols in these herbs could be metabolized in the colon.
This theory is supported by a study which found large amounts of metabolites of phenolic compounds in
human fecal water [116]. Furthermore, a study by Dall’Asta et al. [117] showed evidence of metabolism of
dietary polyphenols following colonic fermentation, in vitro.
Research to establish the bioavailability of polyphenols in culinary herbs and spices highlights a plethora
of factors that paradoxically contribute to and also limit our knowledge and understanding of the bioavailability of these compounds from these foods, the impact on their bioactive properties and ultimately
their health benefits. To obtain further insight regarding the significance of bioavailability, studies on the
impact of the food matrix and interactions between its constituents, the chemical, enzymatic and bacterial
environment within the gut, and habitual, as opposed to single dose, intake are required [100,118,119].
6. Bioactive Properties of Combinations of Culinary Herbs and Spices: The Role of Synergy
It is fully acknowledged and recognized that identifying the constituents within foods that confer bioactive
properties is important especially from a mechanistic perspective [18,120–122]. However, it is the whole
food that is consumed, and it is normally consumed in combination with other foods, so a key question is:
How do the food matrix and its constituents influence the whole foods’ bioactive properties? Answering
such a question will facilitate the unravelling of the true health benefits of plant derived foods like culinary
herbs and spices in vivo as they are commonly consumed in combination with each other and with other
types of foods. There is a growing amount of literature regarding the efficacy of combinations of individual
polyphenols, culinary and medicinal herbs, foods rich in polyphenols, and polyphenols and other protective phytochemicals based on their anti-proliferative and antioxidant properties in vitro (predominantly)
and in vivo. De Kok et al., [123] provided a comprehensive review of the literature in this area in 2008 and
recent studies subsequent to this work further highlight the importance of investigating the efficacy of
these combinations [124–132] (Table 4). The findings of these studies indicate that the outcome of combining dietary polyphenols and their foods
is influenced by the constituents themselves, the number of constituents (food or polyphenol) that make
up the combination, the amount/concentration of a constituent, any processing that the combinations
may undergo, for example cooking, and also the assay used [129–132]. Furthermore, the analysis used to
determine if antagonism or synergy has occurred is another factor that needs to be considered [133]. Some
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studies use analysis based on the summation of effects method, which compares the effect of constituents
combined with that of the expected effect, which is the sum of the effects of the individual constituents.
However, it is argued that this method is limited when it comes to complex mixtures (such as food) as it
depends on the mechanism of action of each constituent and assumes that the response of each constituent is linear in nature. Thus, another method, the isobole method, is more appropriate as it is independent of the mechanism of action and is said to apply under most conditions [133]. This method is more
complicated as the different combinations used for the isobolographic analysis must have generated an
iso-effect however it has been used to investigate interactions between herbs based on antioxidant and
antiproliferative activities [125,129,131]. In summary, and as with bioavailability, studies on food synergy highlight the challenges of determining the benefit in vivo of culinary herbs and spices as well as fully
elucidating the mechanisms that underpin their true efficacy.

Table 4. Recent studies on the antagonistic and synergistic effects of combinations of
individual polyphenols or combinations containing polyphenol rich foods.
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7. Conclusions
Current research on the impact of preparative and digestive processes on the bioactive properties of culinary herbs and spices has shed some light on their potential benefits. However, further work is needed to
fully understand if the low bioavailability of polyphenols from these foods really limits their health benefits. Furthermore, there is very little understanding of the impact of combining these foods on their bioactivity. Ultimately, it is the use of a combination of in vivo and in vitro methods that will determine the true
health benefits of culinary herbs and spices and the contributory role of their constituent polyphenols.
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SPECIAL REPORT
Hindus Must Unite or Face Extinction
by Stephen Knapp

The typical Indian mentality and the path of Hinduism, or the Vedic path of spiritual progress,
is one of great individuality and freedom for each person to decide what they want or what is best for
their own spiritual development. Thus, it is typical for Hindus to work on their own, not necessarily
as a group. There is nothing wrong in that. It is the last of the great cultures that promote the utmost
freedom for the individual. But, yet, there is a great need that is not being met, and that is the need for
Hindus / Dharmists / Devotees, especially in India, to unite and work together as a group, or even as a
whole society, in order to continue to preserve and protect their own culture, traditions, and certainly
the freedom of the individual.
This freedom is being threatened in many ways today, although there are those who either refuse
to admit it, refuse to see it, or are hesitant to work together to save it. This blindness and hesitancy
must be overcome.
Throughout India, for example, there are portions of the population that belong to particular
religions, such as Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists, etc., and they often work as a strong section
of society to protect their rights, freedoms and traditions. Especially Christians and Muslims vote as a
block to promote and vote into office particular politicians they favor, and who favor them. They also
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will create an uproar when something happens against them, or when someone desecrates their religious
texts. They hold demonstrations or even riot when a mosque is threatened. Thus, they get there way, or at
least people begin to hesitate before doing something that will make them upset.
However, it seems that the Hindus are the most apathetic in this regard. Though they are increasingly beginning to wake up to the importance of being heard and making themselves be noticed, they are
still, for the most part, letting their influence and the power of numbers that they have as the majority of
the Indian population simply slip through their fingers.
It is time we learn that apathy is a disservice to Dharma and society. It accomplishes nothing, if that
is not obvious. It lets the needs of the Dharmic society go unnoticed. The point is, if we do not take care
of ourselves, no one else will. And there are people counting on that apathy to get their way and do things
against the well-being of the majority Hindu population. And we are letting them get away with it. This
hurts those who follow Vedic Dharma, and takes away the confidence that people need to maintain their
practice of the Dharma.
Those who say that Sanatana-dharma is eternal and, thus, there is no need to worry about the future,
do a great injustice to the Vedic cause and to humanity. Those who say that Vedic culture has lasted for
thousands of years and will continue to last for thousands more show a poor excuse for apathy. Though
it is eternal, which is the meaning of Sanatana, this does not mean that it will always remain a prevalent
force on the face of the earth. It can also decline into obscurity if we let it.
Those who feel that there is nothing to worry about need to understand why the Bhagavad-gita was
spoken. Arjuna did not want to fight, and who does? No one wants war, at least if they are in their right
mind. But how many people of particular religions cry for war, or jihad, toward anyone who is not a part
of their religion? Arjuna wanted to leave the battlefield and go to the forest to meditate, as if that would
solve all of his problems. But Lord Krishna said he was acting foolishly. Lord Krishna told Arjuna that he
should indeed fight, but fight for what? He was to fight to uphold the Dharmic principles that the Kauravas were neglecting. Lord Krishna specifically went to the Kauravas to try and arrange a diplomatic
means to keep everyone happy and prevent war, but they would not listen. Finally, there was no alternative but to fight. And so the sides were drawn against those who fought for Dharma and those who
fought for their own agenda.
We could also say that we should simply let the good Lord take care of everything. If something is
meant to be, then the Lord will take care of it. But that is not the result nor the premise of the Bhagavad-gita. Lord Krishna showed that everything may rest on Him as pearls are strung on a thread, but we
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all must do our part. It is up to us to protect Dharma if we are indeed expecting to continue to have the
freedom to practice and follow it.
Vedic culture has been attacked for the last 1200 years. India’s history can easily show that. And it
was the heroes of India, and the millions of average everyday people of India, Hindus, who gave their
lives and underwent severe torture that kept Vedic Dharma alive for future generations, and for the
freedoms that we have today that allow us to continue these traditions. Are we now to let those freedoms
die, after so many sacrificed their lives for us, for Vedic Dharma? This would be a great dishonor to their
memory and for the cause they fought for. We cannot allow this to happen, but we also need to be aware
of the warning signs of what is happening around us.
This is why, with a growing Muslim population in India, and all over the world for that matter, Hinduism in India could be dead in another 100 years. Just by their high birth rate alone Muslims are increasing their presence in India. Thus, one hundred years from now Vedic Dharma may only be practiced
in small pockets here and there, such as in various holy places, as long as the majority Muslim population
allows it. The fact is that history has shown that Muslims have a very low tolerance for anything that is
non-Muslim. You can see this in the ever decreasing non-Muslim population in Pakistan, Bangladesh,
Afghanistan, Arabia, etc., etc. They have never allowed complete freedom for non-Muslims in any Islamic
country, and have passed laws against them and persecuted them and destroyed their temples and monuments, kidnapped and raped their women, and killed thousands of Hindu or Christian men. So, why
should we expect India to be an exception? They have already shown what they did in India.
A rising Muslim minority in India does not have to become a majority to begin changing laws in
their favor, but simply by being a noisy and disturbing minority they will gain the upper hand. Increasing
their political maneuvering will give them political clout and power. And when they do come closer to
being a majority, they will certainly increase the persecution of an infidel Hindu population until they are
finally extinct.
Over 400,000 Hindu Pandits were chased out of Kashmir, and what was done about it? Take notice of
how Assam is becoming the new Kashmir with nearly 80,000 people being displaced, having left their villages due to fear from the incoming and growing Muslims. And now the Muslim political party in Assam
is demanding a separate and autonomous region in southern Assam just for Muslims. Is this not the same
pattern we have seen time and time again? And is anyone doing anything about it? Is anyone speaking
out that another chunk of India is threatened with being lost? In due course, what will be left of India if
this keeps happening?
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Even now the Muslims of India, though they have a Hindu ancestry, no longer identify themselves as
Indians but as members of the house of Islam. Thus, they are only taking care of unfinished business from
their previous invasions and war against Hindus. Hindus often do not conduct themselves in a powerful
way. And when they do, the Indian media is completely against them. The secular media in India does
not mean secular, it means to bend over backward showing preference for the minorities at the expense
of the Hindu majority. Thus, secular media in India means to be anti-Hindu. But should that stop Hindus? They cannot afford to be overly considerate of what others think when their own future is at stake.
The next ten to 15 years will be a major turning point and show the deciding factor for the future
of Vedic Dharma on the face of the planet, particularly in India. The thing is, even now we practically
have more freedom to practice Vedic culture in America than we do in India, in its own homeland. Will
America be one of the final strongholds for Vedic Dharma? Will we have to one day export it back to
India from America?
Therefore, we have to ask ourselves, will our temples still be here in India in another 40 to 50 years?
Or will they gradually disappear because of Christian conversion tactics, Muslim persecution against
Hindus, or because corrupt politicians who care little about Vedic culture take over temples to possess
and sell their assets for the money? Hindu temples are known for being income producers, for the most
part. While the Indian government cares little about possessing churches and mosques because they need
funds, they use more money than they bring in. It is the temples that are income producers because of the
Hindu majority population that give to them.

Therefore, there is no doubt that Hindus must unite as a society while there is still time to make a
difference.

CHANGES THAT NEED TO TAKE PLACE

The time to act is now. Some of the things Hindus / Dharmists / Devotees need to do include:

1. Hindus must unite and vote as a bank in all elections to oust those who disregard Hinduism and vote
in those who do. They must never take an election for granted. They have done so in the past with terrible
results.
2. Hindus must get involved in politics in various ways to help direct the actions of the government.
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3. India must also change its politicians in order that it as a nation takes a stronger stance against those
who try to bring India down, and to take a stronger stance to defend itself militarily. India cannot afford
to be a wimp. There is a need for younger leaders who are more aware of how to fulfill the needs of India.
4. Hindus must work to unite all Hindus. They must wake up other Dharmists about the need to take
action. This may be a daunting task, but let everyone become involved in the action plans that will make
a difference for their future, for their culture, for preserving their tradition, for protecting the rights and
freedoms of the individual, and certainly for the well-being of their children. Work for the freedom to
continue to construct and manage their own temples without interference from the government.
5. The spiritual leaders and acharyas must reach out to the villagers and people of all classes in order for
the people to feel cared for, and that they are a part of and belong to the Dharmic tradition and are welcome in the temples. They should feel that they are not neglected, but that they are wanted and needed in
the greater cause for Vedic Dharma.
6. Indian Hindus must take care of their own people, those who are poor, destitute and disadvantaged, or
others will. And those others are often quick to try to convince them of the shortcomings of Hinduism,
and, thus, through the guise of welfare activities, try to convert the poor into leaving Vedic Dharma and
become Christians or something else. It is true that those who convert for material facility are not strong
converts because they could just as easily convert back to what they were once their financial status
improves. However, if a child is converted and stays in that fold for 10 to 15 years, it is not likely they will
ever want to reconvert back to Vedic Dharma after being a Christian for so long. Thus, from that generation forward, that family will likely continue to be non-Dharmists. Children of converted families who
remain outside of the Dharmic fold for that length of time will have little impetus to change.
7. All Dharmists must be educated in their own culture, philosophy, and tradition to understand it clearly, and know how to explain it to their children and others. Thus, they can also be convinced of the deep
and profound nature of what they already have, and be less likely to ever want to convert to something
else.
8. When anything in the media appears to depict Vedic culture in a poor light, or when someone like
a politician says something against one of the Vedic Divinities, there must be an immediate outrage or
lawsuit established against such a person or incident. If people begin to see that an immediate and strong
reaction takes place whenever Vedic Dharma is poorly or inaccurately portrayed, or when someone denigrates the Bhagavad-gita or one of the Vedic texts, they will begin to hesitate or even stop before doing
such things in the future.
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9. There must be regular programs at temples for the education of all, and book distribution to help
spread Vedic spiritual knowledge to everyone far and wide.
10. Everyone should engage in a cultural revolution in which we promote the true understanding of
Vedic Dharma. This is one of the best ways to spread the beauty and freedom found in the lofty spiritual knowledge that can attract everyone. Westerners are especially and increasingly being drawn to the
beauty of this spiritual path. So, Indians should have no doubt of its potency and work to maintain India
as the homeland of a dynamic and thriving Vedic tradition.
11. Dharmists / Hindus must work to do service for their temples and community to take care of everyone and maintain what they have, namely their temples, their right to peacefully observe the Vedic
ways, and care for the people who turn toward the Dharmic path.

Such changes can only take place if Hindus unite and stand strong for Dharma and work together.
We have to drop the apathy, discard our ego, along with ethnic and class distinctions and join together under one identity and for a primary cause. We must act like Arjuna did after having received the
instructions of Lord Krishna to stand and fight for Dharma rather than going off into the forest to get
away from everything and meditate, as if that would solve his dislike to do battle against those who had
chosen the side of adharma.

If Hindu Dharmists do not do this, and remain as they are, being apathetic and inactive, it is but a
prescription for a slow extinction. They may lose it all, certainly the freedom to choose what they want
to be. Only we can change the future by being pro-active and united in this way. Then Sanatana-dharma will remain on the face of the earth as a path that we have the freedom to follow. Do we want to see
Vedic Dharma as the tradition of the majority population in India in another 100 years, or will it become a thing of the past, like a museum piece? This is what has happened to the Maya, Inca, Egyptian
civilizations, and many others. The choice of what happens in the future is ours by how we act and work
together now.

Source: :
http://www.stephen-knapp.com/hindus_must_unite_or_face_extinction.htm
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HINDU’S PRIDE
Why do we prostrate before parents and elders?
Indians prorate before their parents, elders, teachers and noble souls by touching their feet. The elder in
turn blesses us by placing his or her hand on or over our heads. Prostration is done daily, when we meet
elders and particularly on important occasions like the beginning of a new task, birthdays, festivals etc.
In certain traditional circles, prostration is accompanied by abhivaadana, which serves to introduce oneself, announce one’s family and social stature.
Man stands on his feet. Touching the feet in prostration is a sign of respect for the age, maturity, nobility
and divinity that our elders personify. It symbolizes our recognition of their selfless love for us and the
sacrifices they have done for our welfare.
It is a way of humbly acknowledging the greatness of another. This tradition reflects the strong family
ties, which has been one of India’s enduring strengths.
The good wishes (Sankalpa) and blessings (aashirvaada) of elders are highly valued in India. We prostrate to seek them. Good thoughts create positive vibrations. Good wishes springing from a heart full of
love, divinity and nobility have a tremendous strength. When we prostrate with humility and respect, we
invoke the good wishes and blessings of elders, which flow in the form of positive energy to envelop us.
This is why the posture assumed whether it is in the standing or prone position, enables the entire body
to receive the energy thus received.
The different forms of showing respect are :
Pratuthana - rising to welcome a person.
Namaskaara - paying homage in the form of namaste
Upasangrahan - touching the feet of elders or teachers.
Shaashtaanga - prostrating fully with the feet, knees, stomach, chest, forehead and arms touching the
ground in front of the elder.
Pratyabivaadana - returning a greeting.
Rules are prescribed in our scriptures as to who should prostrate to whom. Wealth, family name, age,
moral strength and spiritual knowledge in ascending order of importance qualified men to receive
respect. This is why a king though the ruler of the land, would prostrate before a spiritual master. Epics
like the Ramayana and Mahabharata have many stories highlighting this aspect.
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AYUR PLANT
Is Coconut Water Good For You?
In Sanskrit, coconuts are called “kalpa vriksha” which means “tree which gives all that is necessary
for living”.Coconut water contains a complex blend of vitamins, minerals, amino acids, carbohydrates, antioxidants, enzymes, health enhancing growth hormones, and other important nutrients.
Here are some pretty incredible health benefits of coconut water or milk.
Improves Hydration

Coconut water is a great natural electrolyte, and it contains high amounts of potassium. It is also lower in carbohydrates — It only contains about 4.5% carbohydrates, whereas typical sports drinks can
contain a 6%-8% carbohydrate concentration.
In a 2002 study aimed to compare water, sports drinks, and coconut water, eight participants were
asked to choose one drink out of the group after a workout. Researchers found all three of the beverages to be equally hydrating, but those who drank coconut water experienced significantly less
nausea and felt less full. However, most studies have shown that water is still the best choice for
hydration.
Lowers Blood Pressure
According to the American Heart Association, adding appropriate amounts of potassium to one’s
diet can help maintain or reduce blood pressure because it lessens the effects of sodium. Daily consumption of coconut water (which also contains potassium) could therefore also reduce blood pressure.
In a 2005 study, subjects who drank coconut water daily for two weeks showed a reduction in both
systolic and diastolic blood pressure by 71% and 29% respectively. Subjects who only drank water
showed no improvement.
Lowers Cholesterol and Triglycerides
Tests performed on a group of rats found that coconut water helped to decrease their total cholesterol triglyceride levels and LDL cholesterol. More specifically, it reduced the cholesterol found in their
hearts.
It was also found that rats that consumed coconut water recovered faster from heart attacks, and it
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is believed that the electrolytes (potassium, calcium and magnesium) found in the beverage may help
maintain heart health.
It is clear that coconut water is a great drink for anyone looking to improve their health. One can counter
dehydration, high blood pressure, and cholesterol with moderate consumption. And moderation is key.
The high amount of potassium found in coconut water can cause significant damage to several of the
body’s internal organs if too much is consumed too quickly.
Balanced pH Levels
There are a number of toxins and compounds in both the environment and foods that can make your
body pH levels more acidic. An acidic pH level opens you up to several health problems, including:
•

Joint pain

•

Excessive mucus buildup

•

Chemical sensitivity

•

Heartburn

•

Reduced libido

•

Osteoporosis

•

Immune deficiency

•

Sciatica

•

Weight gain

•

Diabetes

In other words, you really don’t want to have an overly acidic body pH level. That’s where coconut juice
comes in.

Increased Energy
A glass of coconut water also contains 294 mg of potassium, which helps your cells produce energy.
The average energy drink, for comparison, contains just 117 mg of potassium.

https://www.davidwolfe.com/how-coconut-water-can-help-your-body/
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